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Cold collisions between boson or fermion molecules

Masatoshi Kajita
Communications Research Laboratory, 4-2-1, Nukui-Kitamachi, Koganei, Tokyo 184-8795, Japan

~Received 11 September 2003; published 21 January 2004!

We theoretically investigate collisions between electrostatically trapped cold polar molecules and compare
boson and fermion isotopes. Evaporative cooling seems possible for fermion molecules as the ratio of the
collision loss cross section to the elastic collision cross section~R! gets smaller as the molecular temperature
T lowers. With boson molecules,R gets larger asT lowers, which makes evaporative cooling difficult. The
elastic collision cross section between fermion molecules can be larger than that for boson molecules with
certain conditions.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.69.012709 PACS number~s!: 34.50.Ez
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the development of laser-cooling ultracold ato
have been used for time standards and for precision testin
quantum electrodynamics as well as in various other fun
mental physics theories. It has also become possible
achieve Bose-Einstein condensation and the atom laser.
surprisingly, the next step of interest is to get cold molecu
Molecules have much more to offer than simply extend
the experiments already performed with atoms to more c
plex species. The dipole-dipole interaction in a molecu
Bose-Einstein condensate shows a new and intriguing p
erty. Polar fermion molecules can be used to observe
superfluid transition.

Since 1998, several different groups have prepared
trapped cold molecules. Through photoassociation of la
cooled atoms, Fiorettiet al.obtained cold Cs2 molecules and
Nikolov et al. achieved K2 molecules@1,2#. Takekoshiet al.
trapped Cs2 molecules produced from the photoassociat
of laser-cooled Cs atoms in focused CO2 laser beams@3#.
There is still the problem that molecules constructed by p
toassociation always have high vibrational states. Howe
cold Rb2 and Cs2 molecules at ground vibrational states we
constructed from Bose-Einstein-condensed atoms usin
Feshbach resonance@4,5#. A Harvard group used static mag
netic fields to trap paramagnetic CaH molecules precoo
by buffer-gas collisions@6,7#. And Bethlemet al.decelerated
ND3 molecular beams using a time-varying inhomogene
electric field, and then loaded them into an electrostatic t
@8#.

Evaporative cooling is a useful method for reducing t
temperature of trapped molecules. Using only evapora
cooling, Friedet al. cooled hydrogen atoms enough to g
the Bose-Einstein condensation@9#. To obtain evaporative
cooling effect, the elastic collision rate should be high a
the trap loss rate low@10#. Only molecules in low-field-
seeking states are trapped by a dc electric field, and trap
is caused by the transition to high-field-seeking states.
analyzed the loss rate of the linear polar molecules in the1S
(J51, MJ50) state, which are caused by the Majorana
fect ~the transition between quantum states, caused b
change of the electric-field direction! @11# and the inelastic
collision @12,13#. Here,J denotes the quantum number of th
total molecular angular momentum andMJ is the quantum
1050-2947/2004/69~1!/012709~8!/$22.50 69 0127
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number of the trajectory of the molecular angular moment
parallel to the electric field. Evaporative cooling is difficu
for boson molecules in the1S(J51, MJ50) state, because
the ratio of the collision loss rate to the elastic collision ra
~R! gets higher as the molecular kinetic energyT decreases
when T,100 mK @13#. Bohn and Avdeenkov showed tha
evaporative cooling is difficult for cold diatomic polar mo
ecules in the1P states@14,15#.

References@13–15# only discussed boson molecules. Th
collision between fermions have been considered to be n
ligible @16–18#. This argument is valid for cold atomic col
lision. The interatomic short-range force is significant on
for the L50→L850 scattering term, which cannot exis
between fermions (L,L8: quantum number of the angula
momentum of the relative motion before and after the co
sion, respectively!. The situation is quite different for colli-
sions between polar molecules, where the dipole-dipole
teraction is dominant. This interaction is not spherica
symmetric and theL50→L850 scattering term is zero. Th
collision between boson molecules is mostly determined
the L50→L852, L52→L850, andL52→L852 scat-
tering terms, while theL51→L851 scattering term is the
most dominant for fermion molecules. Comparing the p
sible scattering terms, the collision cross section betw
fermion molecules seems to be in the same order as
between boson molecules. This paper analyzes the el
and inelastic collision cross sections of cold polar molecu
and compares boson and fermion isotopes with the s
values for the permanent dipole momentm, rotational con-
stantB, and reduced massm.

II. CALCULATION OF COLLISION CROSS SECTION

This paper discusses the collision between electros
cally trapped molecules. It is expected that trapped m
ecules are localized to a single quantum state (F0), where
the trapping force is strongest. The cross sections of the
lision proceduresuF0 ,F0&→uF1 ,F2& are obtained from

s (F1 ,F2)5 (
L,ML

(
L8,ML8

h~L !s@~F1 ,F2!~L,ML!→~L8,ML8 !#,
©2004 The American Physical Society09-1
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s@~F1 ,F2!~L,ML!→~L8,ML8 !#

5
p

k2
P@~F1 ,F2!~L,ML!→~L8,ML8 !#, ~1!

wherek is the incident wave number.ML(ML8) are the quan-
tum numbers for the angular momentum trajectory of
relative motion parallel to the electric field before~and after!
the collision.P is the opacity function@14#.

h(L) is a factor to show the effect of the symmetrizati
of the wave functions. For a collision between different kin
of molecules,h(L)51 for all values ofL. For a collision
between the same kind of molecules, the following transfo
must be given.

~1! Boson:

uF,F8&→
1

A2~11d~F,F8!!
~ uF,F8&1uF,F8&)

f ~u!→@ f ~u!1 f ~p2u!#.

~2! Fermion:

uF,F8&→
1

A2~11d~F,F8!!
~ uF,F8&2uF,F8&),
e

s

f ~u!→@ f ~u!2 f ~p2u!#, ~2!

where f (u) is the scattering amplitude. Values ofh(L) are
given by the following.

~a! Boson:

h~L !50 for L5odd,

h~L !52 for L5even, F15F2 ,

h~L !54 for L5even, F1ÞF2 .

~b! Fermion:

h~L !50 for L5even,

h~L !52 for L5odd, F15F2 ,

h~L !54 for L5odd, F1ÞF2 . ~3!

If only dipole-dipole interaction is taken into account and t
Born approximation is used,
iven by
s@~F1 ,F2!~L,ML!→~L8,ML8 !#5
p

k2UmAkk8

\2 E H~r ,u,w!YL,ML
* ~u,w!YL8,M

L8
~u,w! j L* ~kr ! j L8~k8r !r 2sinudrdudwU2

,

~4!

wherek8 denotes the wave number of the scattering wave. The matrix element of the intermolecular Hamiltonian is g

^F0 ,F0uH~r ,u,w!uF1 ,F2&5
1

4p«0r 3
^F0umW uF1&•^F0umW uF2&2

3

4p«0r 5
~^F0umW uF1&•rW !~^F0umW uF2&•rW !, ~5!

wheremW is the dipole moment vector. Taking thez direction parallel to the electric field,mW is described as

mW 5S m11m2

2
,
m12m2

2i
,mzD

and Eq.~5! is rewritten as

^F0 ,F0uH~r ,u,w!uF1 ,F2&5
1

4p«0r 3 S ^F0um1uF1&^F0um2uF2&1^F0um2uF1&^F0um1uF2&
2

1^F0umzuF1&^F0umzuF2& D
2

3

4p«0r 5 F S ^F0um1uF1&e
2 iw1^F0um2uF1&e

iw

2 D sinu1^F0umzuF1&cosuG
3F S ^F0um1uF2&e

2 iw1^F0um2uF2&e
iw

2 D sinu1^F0umzuF2&cosuG . ~6!

012709-2
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As ^MJum6uMJ8& and ^MJumzuMJ8& are zero except for
^MJum6uMJ61& and ^MJumzuMJ&, Eq. ~6! is described as

^F0 ,F0uH~r ,u,w!uF1 ,F2&5
1

4p«0r 3
SDMJ1 ,DMJ2

~u,w!,

uMJ1 ,MJ2&→uMJ1 ,MJ2&,

S0,0~u,w!5^F0umzuF1&^F0umzuF2&~123 cos2u!,

uMJ1 ,MJ2&→uMJ1 ,MJ261&,

S0,61~u,w!5
3

2
^F0umzuF1&^F0um6uF2&sinu cosue6 iw,
y.
y

of
li-

s

on

01270
uMJ1 ,MJ2&→uMJ161,MJ261&,

S61,61~u,w!5 3
4 ^F0um6uF1&^F0um6uF2&sin2ue62iw,

uMJ1 ,MJ2&→uMJ161,MJ271&,

S61,71~u,w!52 1
4 ^F0um6uF1&^F0um7uF2&~123 cos2u!.

~7!

Equation~4! is calculated as

s@~F1 ,F2!~L,ML!→~L8,ML8 !#

5
m2

16p«0
2\4

GL,L8S k8

k DF~DMJ1 ,DMJ2 ,L,ML ,L8,ML8 !,
F~DMJ1 ,DMJ2 ,L,ML ,L8,ML8 !5U E SDMJ1 ,DMJ2
~u,w!YL,ML

* ~u,w!YL8,M
L8
~u,w!sinudrdudwU2

,

.

s

tion
that
les.
GL,L8S k8

k D5
k8

k F E j L* ~kr !
1

r 3
j L8~k8r ! r 2drG 2

5
k8

k F E j L* ~kr !
1

~kr !
j L8~k8r !d~kr !G2

k8

k
5A11

DE

T
,

T5
~\k!2

2m
,

DE52E~F0!2E~F1!2E~F2!, ~8!

where E(F) is the energy of the quantum stateF and T
denotes the molecular kinetic energ
F(DMJ1 ,DMJ2 ,L,ML ,L8,ML8) becomes nonzero onl
when

MJ11MJ21ML5 MJ18 1MJ28 1ML8 ,

L1L85even number. ~9!

Note also that the collision termL50→L850 does not exist
for the dipole-dipole interaction because
F(DMJ1 ,DMJ2,0,0,0,0)50. This paper discusses the col
sions takingL50,2→L850,2 terms for boson andL51
→L851,3 terms for fermion molecules into account.

Equations~1! and~8! show that the elastic collision cros
section (F15F25F0) does not depend onT when the Born
approximation is valid. The inelastic collision cross secti
is a function ofk8/k @5A11(DE/T)#. The collisional tran-
sition is possible only whenDE1T.0, so thatk8 is the real
value. The collisional transition is possible only whenDE
.0 for ultralow temperatures. Reference@19# shows a rough
relation GL,L8(k8/k)}(k8/k)122L. Figure 1 shows
GL,L8(k8/k), which is obtained by numerical calculation
Actually,

G0,2}~k8/k!,

G1,1,G1,3}
1

~k8/k!
,

G2,0,G2,2}
1

~k8/k!3
~10!

are valid withk8/k@1. As the collision loss cross section
are determined mainly by theL50→L852 term (G02) for
boson andL51→L851 term (G11) for fermion molecules,
the dependence ofR ~ratio of the collision loss rate to the
elastic collision rate! on DE/T is given by

FIG. 1. GLL8 determined as Eq.~8! as a function ofk8/k. The
solid lines show the terms that determine the collision cross sec
between boson molecules. The dotted lines show the terms
determine the collision cross sections between fermion molecu
9-3
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Rboson}ADE

T
,

Rf ermion}A T

DE
. ~11!

Equation~11! shows that evaporative cooling is difficult fo
boson molecules, asR becomes larger asT lowers, as shown
in Refs. @13–15#. However, performing evaporative coolin
with fermion molecules is rather easy asR gets smaller asT
lowers.

Born approximation is used in this paper, which is va
when the following two conditions are satisfied.

~1! The influence of the repulsive force is negligible atr
51/k8, where 1/k8 is the wavelength of the scattering wav
The molecular wave function should actually be almost z
at r ,d, where d is the maximum intermolecular distanc
where the intermolecular repulsive force is significant. As
collisional interaction is caused atr ,min(1/k,1/k8), R
should be much smaller than the value obtained by the B
approximation when 1/k85\/A2mDE,d. Also the
distorted-wave Born approximation has been proposed,
ing the wave function zero atr ,d @20#. Assumingm525
a.u. andd50.3 nm, the influence of the repulsive force
significant whenDE.140 mK.

~2! T is low enough so that theL50 ~boson! or L
51, ML50,61 ~fermion! scattering terms obtained by th
Born approximation are smaller thanp/k2. When T is not
low enough for the Born approximation to be invalid, th
contribution of the partial wavesL>3 is more significant
and R becomes smaller than that obtained by the Born
proximation because ofGL,L8(k8/k)}(k8/k)122L.

For the collision between boson and fermion molecul
the following relations are valid, asL1L8 must be even
numbers.

selastic
bose2 f ermion5

selastic
boson1selastic

f ermion

2
, ~12!

s loss
bose2 f ermion5

s loss
boson1s loss

f ermion

2
, ~13!

Rboson2 f ermion5
s loss

boson2 f ermion

selastic
boson2 f ermion

5
s loss

boson1s loss
f ermion

selastic
boson1selastic

f ermion
,

with DE@T and 1/k8.d

'
s loss

boson

selastic
boson1selastic

f ermion
}ADE

T
. ~14!

Equation~14! suggests that the collision loss is significa
for the collision between boson and fermion molecul
Evaporative cooling only seems possible for pure ferm
molecules.
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A. Low-field-seeking molecules

Only molecules in the low-field-seeking states are trapp
with a dc electric field. Trap loss is caused by the transit
to high-field-seeking states which have a lower energy le
(DE.0). More detailed discussions are given f
symmetric-top molecules and linear molecules.

1. Symmetric-top molecules without inversion

Here we assume that all molecules are in a vibratio
ground state. The initial quantum state of symmetric-t
molecules is given byuF0&5uJ,KJ ,MJ&, whereKJ is the
quantum number of the rotational angular momentum pa
lel to the molecular axis. From the dipole selection ru
transitions to uF&5uJ,KJ ,MJ61&, uJ61,KJ ,MJ&,
uJ61,KJ ,MJ61&, and uJ61,KJ ,MJ71& states are pos
sible. However, theJ→J11 transition is not possible whe
T,hB, asT1E0 is negative. Also the rate of theJ→J21
transition is expected to be very small because of 1/k8!d,
assumingB.1 GHz, m.25 a.u., andd'0.3 nm. We dis-
cuss the collision loss just takinguF&5uJ,KJ ,MJ61&.
u^Fumz,6uF&u2 are given by

u^J,KJ ,MJumzuJ,KJ ,MJ&u25
KJ

2MJ
2

J2~J11!2
m2, ~15!

u^J,KJ ,MJum6uJ,KJ ,MJ61&u2

5
KJ

2~J7MJ!~J6MJ11!

4J2~J11!2
m2. ~16!

When molecules in theuJ51, KJ51, MJ51& state are
trapped by the linear Stark effect, the trap loss is caused
the transition to theuJ51, KJ51, MJ50&, where there is no
linear Stark effect. As two molecules are lost with one co
sion when MJ18 5MJ28 50, the collision loss rates loss is
given by

s loss5s (M
J18 51,M

J28 50)12s (M
J18 50,M

J28 50) . ~17!

The collision loss cross section is obtained taking

MJ18 51, MJ28 50, DE5 1
2 mE5U,

MJ18 50, MJ28 50, DE5mE52U, ~18!

whereE is the electric-field strength andU denotes the trap
potential energy.

AssumingU@T,

selastic
boson~cm2!5s (M

J18 51,M
J28 51)

57.75310215 m~a.u.!2m~D!4,

Rboson513.6G0,2SAU

T D 10.185G0,2SA2U

T D ,

selastic
f ermion~cm2!52.11310214m~a.u.!2m~D!4,
9-4
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Rf ermion56.94G1,1SAU

T D 15.97G1,3SAU

T D
12.87G1,1SA2U

T D 14.13G1,3SA2U

T D .

~19!

For CH3Cl molecule (m51.8 D), the elastic collision cros
section is

selastic
boson52.03310210 cm2,

selastic
f ermion55.53310210 cm2.

Figure 2 showsRboson and Rf ermion as a function ofT
(,1 mK), takingU50.3 mK (E515.3 V/cm). It shows that
Rboson}A1/T and Rf ermion}AT are actually valid. Fermion
isotope is much more advantageous than boson isotope w
performing evaporative cooling, becauseselastic

f ermion.selastic
boson

and Rf ermion!Rboson. When T.1 mK, the Born approxi-
mation is not valid for CH3Cl molecule andR becomes
smaller than the value obtained by Eq.~19!.

2. Linear molecules in the1S state

In this section we consider linear polar molecules in
1S state, which are trapped by the second-order Stark ef
In this case, almost all trapped molecules are in theuJ,MJ&
5u1,0& state, asuJ,MJ&5u1,0& is the lowest low-field-
seeking state and the trapping force is strongest. Trap lo
mainly caused by the collisional transition to theuJ,MJ&
5 u1,61&, as theJ→J11 transition is not possible becaus
of E01T,0 and theJ→J21 transition is negligibly small
because 1/k8!d. We consider takinguF0&5uJ51,MJ50&
where the trap loss is mainly caused by the transition to
uF&5uJ51, MJ561& state. Here,s (F1 ,F2) is described as

s (M
J18 ,M

J28 ) .

For linear polar molecules in the field-free space, the m
trix elements of the dipole moment^J,MJumzuJ,MJ& and
^J,MJum6uJ,MJ61& are zero. However these matrix el

FIG. 2. R5s loss/selastic for CH3Cl molecules in the (J
51,KJ51,MJ51) state as a function of the molecular kinetic e
ergy T. The trapping potential energy is 0.3 mK, given by an ele
tric field of 15.3 V/cm.
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en
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ments become nonzero under an electric field because o
mixture of wave functions. According to the first-order pe
turbation theory, the wave functionuJ,MJ& under an electric
field is given by

uJ,MJ&5uJ,MJ&01
^J,MJumzuJ21,MJ&E

2hBJ
uJ21,MJ&0

2
^J,MJumzuJ11,MJ&E

2hB~J11!
uJ11,MJ&0, ~20!

where uJ,MJ&0 denotes the wave functions at the field-fr
space. The matrix elements of the dipole moment are gi
by

u^J51,MJ50umzuJ51,MJ50&u25
m4E2

25h2B2
5

2

5

m2

hB
U,

u^J51,MJ50um6uJ51,MJ561&u25
9m4E2

400h2B2
5

9

40

m2

hB
U,

U5
m2E2

10hB
, ~21!

whereU is the potential energy of the trapped molecule. T
energy gap betweenuJ,MJ&5 u1,0& and u1,61& is 3U/2.

AssumingU@T, Eqs. ~1!–~8! are calculated using Eq
~21!.

~1! Boson:

s (0,0)~cm2!58.7310212
m~a.u.!2m~D!4

B~GHz!2
U,

s (0,61)~cm2!52310210
m~a.u.!2m~D!4

B~GHz!2
U~K!2

3F0.327G0,2SA3U

2T D 10.327G2,0SA3U

2T D
10.47G2,2SA3U

2T D G ,
s (61,61)~cm2!510210

m~a.u.!2m~D!4

B~GHz!2
U~K!2

3F0.01G0,2SA3U

T D 10.01G2,0SA3U

T D
10.66G2,2SA3U

T D G ,

-

9-5
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s (61,71)~cm2!52310210
m~a.u.!2m~D!4

B~GHz!2
U~K!2

3F0.062G0,2SA3U

T D
10.062G2,0SA3U

T D
10.094G2,2SA3U

T D G .
~2! Fermion:

s (0,0)~cm2!52.36310211
m~a.u.!2m~D!4

B~GHz!2
U~K!2,

s (0,61)~cm2!52310210
m~a.u.!2m~D!4

B~GHz!2
U~K!2

3F0.454G1,1SA3U

2T D 10.39G1,3SA3U

2T D G ,
s (61,61)~cm2!510210

m~a.u.!2m~D!4

B~GHz!2
U~K!2

3F0.44G1,1SA3U

T D 10.62G1,3SA3U

T D G ,
s (61,71)~cm2!52310210

m~a.u.!2m~D!4

B~GHz!2
U~K!2

3F0.074G1,1SA3U

T D
10.174G1,3SA3U

T D G . ~22!

For the boson molecules, the short-range poten
(}r 26) should also be taken into account, particularly wh
U is not so high. The scattering cross sections caused by
short-range potential are obtained as follows with the
sumption thatT→0 @21#:

s (0,0)
s ~cm2!5

pm2

8«0
A 2m

5h3B

G2S 3

4D
G2S 5

4D
56.23310213m~D!2Am~a.u.!

B~GHz!
,

01270
al
n
he
-

s (61,71)
s ~cm2!5

pm2

4«0
A 3m

10h3B

G2S 3

4D
G2S 5

4D
51.08310212m~D!2Am~a.u.!

B~GHz!
. ~23!

The elastic collision (selastic) and collision loss (s loss)
cross sections are obtained as follows, by considering
two molecules are lost in one collision with (MJ18 ,MJ28 )
5(1,1),(21.21) or (1,21). AssumingU@T,

selastic
boson5s (0,0)1s (0,0)

s ,

s loss
boson5s (0,1)1s (0,21)12s (1,21)12s (1,1)12s (21,21)

12s (61,71)
s ,

selastic
f ermion5s (0,0) ,

s loss
f ermion5s (0,1)1s (0,21)12s (1,21)12s (1,1)12s (21,21) .

~24!

For the OCS molecule (m50.71 D, B56.09 GHz) with
U530 mK (E523 kV/cm),

selastic
boson59.6310213 cm2,

selastic
f ermion51.36310213 cm2.

Figure 3 is Rboson and Rf ermion as a function ofT
(,100 mK). It shows thatRboson}A1/T and Rf ermion}AT
are also valid for linear molecules. For OCS molecule,
Born approximation is valid with higher temperature th
CH3Cl molecules.Rboson is smaller than the case of th
symmetric-top molecule with the same value ofU/T, be-
cause also the effect of the short-range force is significant
linear molecules.Rf ermion is larger than the case of the sym
metric -top molecules with the same value ofU/T, because

FIG. 3. R5s loss/selastic for OCS molecules in the (J51, MJ

50) state as a function of the molecular kinetic energyT. The
trapping potential energy is 30 mK, given by an electric field of
kV/cm.
9-6
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the there are two collisional transitions (MJ50→MJ8
51 andMJ50→MJ8521) which cause the trap loss.

The evaporative cooling of the boson isotope is very d
ficult also for linear molecules. Also for the fermion isotope
the evaporative cooling seems more difficult than
symmetric-top molecules asselastic

f ermion is small with low U.
Taking U larger than a certain value (Ue , shown below!,
selastic

f ermion becomes larger thanselastic
boson :

Ue~K!50.2
1

m~D! S B~GHz!

m~a.u.! D 3/4

. ~25!

For the OCS molecule,Ue597 mK ~40 kV/cm!. With U
5Ue ,

selastic
boson5selastic

f ermion51.42310212 cm2.

B. JÄ0 state molecules

It recently became possible to trap molecules in hig
field-seeking states using a storage ring formed by alter
gradient focusing electrodes@22#. This apparatus is use
mainly to trap molecules in theJ50 state. The inelastic
collisions are impossible whenT!hB. This subsection dis-
cusses the elastic collision cross sections takinguF0&
5uJ50, MJ50&. Equations~1!–~8! are calculated using

u^F0umzuF0&u25
m4E2

9h2B2
52

2m2

3hB
U,

U52
m2E2

6hB
, ~26!

which is given for all kinds of molecules. For boson is
topes, also the scattering term caused by the short-range
tential (}r 26) given by

sJ50
s 5

pm2

8«0
A 2m

3h3B

G2S 3

4D
G2S 5

4D ~27!

should be taken into account.
The elastic collision cross sections are given by the

lowing.
~1! Boson:

sJ50
boson~cm2!58.04310213m~D!2Am~a.u.!

B~GHz!
12.41

310211
m~a.u.!2m~D!4

B~GHz!2
U~K!2.

~2! Fermion:
01270
-
,
e

-
te

po-

l-

sJ50
f ermion~cm2!56.56310211

m~a.u.!2m~D!4

B~GHz!2
U~K!2.

~28!

Equation~28! is valid not only for linear polar molecules in
the 1S state but also for all molecules in theJ50 state.
sJ50

f ermion is larger thansJ50
bosonwhenU is larger than a certain

valueUe0 given by

Ue0~K!50.14
1

m~D! S B~GHz!

m~a.u.! D 3/4

. ~29!

For OCS molecules,Ue0570 mK (E517 kV/cm). With U
.Ue0, fermion molecules are more advantageous for p
forming evaporative cooling. WithU5Ue0,

selastic
boson5selastic

f ermion52.06310212 cm2.

III. CONCLUSION

Boson atoms are more advantageous than fermion at
for performing evaporative cooling. This is because atom
collision is caused by a short-range force, which is sign
cant for theL50→L850 scattering term. As theL,L850
state does not exist between fermions, the elastic collis
rate is much smaller than that for Boson atoms.

Fermions are more advantageous than bosons for
forming evaporative cooling for polar molecules in low
field-seeking molecules. The collision between polar m
ecules is mainly caused by the dipole-dipole interacti
where theL50→L850 scattering term is zero. As the mo
lecular temperature decreases, the collision loss cause
the L50→L852 scattering term becomes more significa
while the collision losses caused by other scattering te
are reduced. Loss rate caused by the collisions between
mion molecules is much less than that between boson m
ecules, as theL50→L852 scattering term does not exis
between fermions.

Reference@10# shows that evaporative cooling is effectiv
when R,1/150. This condition is satisfied for the Fermio
isotope whenU/T.33104 ~symmetric-top molecules! and
1.23105 ~linear molecule! when the Born approximation is
valid. We can still get evaporative cooling effect with low
value of U/T when U is so high that the influence of th
repulsive force is significant. References@13–15# show that
it is difficult to get R!1 for boson isotopes also taking th
influence of the repulsive force into account.

For symmetric-top molecules trapped by the linear St
effect, the elastic collision rate between fermion molecule
larger than that for boson isotopes. For molecules trapped
the second-order Stark effect~including J50 state mol-
ecules!, the elastic collision rate between fermion isotopes
larger than boson isotopes with high electric fields.
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